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Abstract. Let a and t be two (measure-preserving) transfor-

mations. The main purpose of the paper is to show that if t admits

approximation by partitions and that if a commutes with a power

t* of t, then a can be approximated by a finite number of powers of

t. As an application of the result we solve a problem posed earlier,

showing that there exist strongly mixing transformations with only

a finite number of prescribed roots.

1. Introduction. Let a and t be two (measure-preserving) trans-

formations of a normalized nonatomic Lebesgue space. The main purpose

of this paper is to show that if t admits an approximation by partitions

(Definition 2.5) and if a commutes with a power rs of t, then a can be

approximated by a finite combination of powers of t (Theorem 3.1). This

result generalizes the main theorems of [1] and [2], which correspond to

the special case of j=l. The methods are extensions of those introduced

in [2] and [3]. As an application, we show that there are strongly mixing

transformations with only a finite number of prescribed roots, answering

a question raised in [4, p. 133].

2. Definitions. Let (X, ¡F, ¡x) be a normalized nonatomic Lebesgue

space; i.e. a measure space isomorphic to the unit interval. All subsets of A'

that are referred to are understood to be in Jr. In what follows we will

recall a few definitions from [1] and [2] to make the present paper self-

contained.

Definition 2.1. A collection f of pairwise disjoint sets will be called a

partition. The union of the sets in f is denoted by X¡, which, in general, is

a proper subset of X. If | is a partition, then J^(|) is the cx-field of subsets

of Xç generated by the sets in f. If f = {A0, Ax, ■ ■ ■} is a (finite or) countable

partition, then any set Ae^(£) can be written as /4 = 2S=o at^i where at

is zero or one for each i=0, 1, • • • , with the convention that 0-B= 0

and \B=B for any set B.

Definition 2.2. If f is a countable partition and if Ae¿F, then among

the sets in J^f) there is at least one whose symmetric difference with A has

minimal measure. We denote by A(Ç) any one of these sets.
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Definition 2.3.   Let Fn, Fe^. We write

lim Fn = F   if   lim p(Fn A F) = 0.
n—voo n—*-oo

Let f „ be a sequence of countable partitions. We write

Çn->-e   if   \imA(Çn) = A
T1--CO

for each /leJ5".

Definition 2.4. In what follows, by a transformation t (of X) we

mean an invertible mapping t:X^>-X so that both t and t^1 are measure

preserving. Let t be a transformation and f be a partition. Then £ is said

to be T-admissible if £={A0, Ax, • ■ • , Aq} is a finite partition and if

rAi_y=Ai for all i=l, • • ■ ,q.

Definition 2.5. A transformation t is said to admit an approximation

by partitions, if there exists a sequence {£„} of r-admissible partitions so

that |„->£.

Definition 2.6. If /(, ÄeJ^ and e>0, then ^=JB+£'(e) means that

p(AAB)<s.

3. Approximation of commuting transformations.    Let r and a be two

transformations and let s_: 1 be an integer so that ts and a commute; i.e.,

T3ax=a-r3x for almost all x&X. Also, assume that t admits an approxi-

mation by partitions.

Lemma 3.1. Let £={A0, Ay, • ■ • , A^} be a T-admissible partition.

Assume that there is an integer />=0 so that q=(p+l)s. Let A, Be^(£),

BC\Ao=0 and aA=B+E(e). Then there are 2s sets Fr, Gr, r=\, ■ ■ ■ , s,

and 2s integers mr, nr, r= 1, • • • , s, so that:

(1) for each r= 1, • • • , s, mr, «^0, mr+nr^.q+1,

(2) for each r= 1, • • • , s, Frr\Gr= 0 and

q + 1   s

trr\ <r mT + 2s !
MG) = ———,

a + 1   s

(3) a A = 2*=i {rmr(AnFr)+r-nr(AnGr)} + E(2e).

Proof. Let C¡=ATriOTiA0. If xeC^nC' then there exist two points y,

zgA0 so that x=OTiy—OTiz which implies that ri~iy=z. Hence either

i=j or \i—j\^q+1 • Therefore, for a fixed r, any q+1 consecutive C"s are

pairwise disjoint.
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Now, let R=X— \JQ=1Ai and consider a fixed /, 0_/^<7. Then

S        p

<*Ai = 2 ï^-ks+r H rr^¡ + R n oA¡
r=lk=0

= 2 f[(T*Mr) n (orUo)] + R n <M,.
r=l ¡fc=0

Since Tka commutes with a, we then have that

eAl = i 17*1/1,. n (Tt'-'MoI + R n (rA,

a A, = J Ít*'CU. + R n o-^.
r=l¡fc=o

or that

Hence, if A=Jiî-*aiAi> £=2?=oMi.tnen

9

ff/4 = 2 a]aAl
1=0

= 2 2 ia,T*'CU + Ä^^
¡=0fc=0r=l

V      s

= 2 2 frfoî+r'4te+r + E(s)
*=Or=l

= I í bks+rrksAr + E(e)
k=0r=l

or, since BC\R=0,

SV* 2  2 ««CU. = 2Tts 2 bks+rAr + E(e).
k=0      r—1 1=0 k=0      r=l

Now, for a fixed £=0, •••,/> and r— 1, • • •, s, the sets CJ_is, /=0, • • • , q,

are pairwise disjoint. Hence, the characteristic function of 2Lou¡^¡-its is

2^=o aifri-ks> where y>rt-ks denotes the characteristic function of C¡_ks.

Hence

2:f i
i Ja, k=o

2 «»Vz-*» — bks+r dp < e.

Therefore there exist xteAt, r=l, • • •, s, so that

22
r=lfc=0

2 <WÍ-*»(*r) - bkS+r

Hence, if

fx(A0) < £.

then oA = D + È(2e).

s     v     q

0=22 2 aM-*Áxr)AkH_T
r=lk=0l=0
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Now to define the integers mr, nT and the sets Fr, Gr consider a fixed r,

1 ̂ r^s. Then, by a change of the summation indices one can see that

»    a <3>+l)s v

2   2 <Wi-*s(*rMfoH-r =     2     Vu(*r) 2 "u+kAr+ks
fc=0i=0 u=—us fc=0;OSii+fcsS«

r—1 jj

=     2     Wu(xr)        2 ^¡i+ifcs^r+jfcs
u=—ps k=0',0^u+ks

(p+l)s p

+    2    Vu(*r) 2 ^u+Jts^r+its
u=r fc=0;u+fcsê=(7

r—1 p

=    2    xPu\Xr)T 2 ^w+ifcs^u+fcs
u=—jjs fc=0;0áu+7cs

(í>+l)s 2>

+   2  V«(*>~("~r)      2      au+ksAu+k¡.
u=r k=0;u+k$^Q

Each of these two sums with respect to u contains at most one nonzero

term. If one of them contains all zero terms then we can define Fr= 0 or

Gr=0 or FT—Gr=0 accordingly and see that all the conclusions of the

lemma are satisfied. If both of them contain nonzero terms, corresponding,

say to u=vr and u=wr with —ps^vr<r, r^wr^(p+l)s, we then let

V V

F   = 2 Avr+ks, G   = 2 Awr+ks,
k=0;0Svr+ks k=0;wr+ksaq

andmr=r—vr,nr=wr—r. Since W—tf^q+l it is clear thatmr+nr^.q+i,

and mr, «r^0, and that FrC\Gr=0. Also, we have that

oA = 2 [rm\A n Fr) + r-n'(A n Gr)] + E(2e).
r=l

Now, to estimate the measure of Fr and C, first note that the measure

of each At is not greater than 1/(^+1). Hence, for example, /*(Gr) =

K¡(q+l), where k is the number of integers in {kfi^k^p, wr+ks^q}.

Then

s s s

Hence K^mrls+2. Therefore p(Gr)^((mT+2s)l(q+i))(lls). Similarly

p(Fr)<((nr+2s)l(q+\))(lls).

Theorem 3.1. There exist 2s2 sequences of sets {Y?}, {Z^} and 2s2

sequences of integers {m^}, {nT*}, where v=l, 2, • ■ • and r=\, • • •, s;

t=\, ■ ■ ■ ,s, so that

a A = lim  2 2 [TmAA n Yrv') + t^\a O Zrv')]   for every Ae?.
v-*oo f=l r=l
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Furthermore, for each r, t=\, • • • , s one of the following 3 conditions holds :

(1) Hindoo p,(Zrvt)=0 and mr*=mrt does not depend on v,

(2) lim,,-,«, [i(Yrvt)=0 and nT*=nTt does not depend on v,

(3) lim^o, »ivt=limv_>x«vi=co.

Proof. Let Çv={A0(v), • • ■ , AqM(v)}, £v-»-e, be a sequence of r-

admissible partitions. Note thatq(v)—>-<X) as v—*co. Without loss of general-

ity, we will assume that for each i>= 1, 2, • • ■ there exists an integer/»(j>) so

thatq(v)=[p(v)+l]s. Choose a sequence £„>0 so that £v^(j>)->-0 as v-»-oo.

For each integer v we can find another integer X = X(v) with the following

properties :

(a) there exist B\, D\e&(£kM) so that At(v)=Bl+E(ev), D\c\

MX(v))=0 and oAt(v)=Dl+E(ev) for every r=l, 2, • • • , s.

(b) q(v) = evq(X(v)).

We then have that oB\=D\+E(2ev). Now choose Fry\ G?, mr* and nT*

according to the previous lemma. Hence

oB\ = 2 [rm"(B\ O F?) + r-<'(Bl n G?)] + £(4e,),
r=l

or

<yAt(v) = 2 [rm< iMv) n f;() + t-» (^(v) n g?)] + £((6 + sK).
r=l

We now let

»(v) d(v)

y;*= 2 A^M n F?),     zi' = 2 r*Wv) n G?).

Hence, if ^' = 2to a^M&^if,) then

-4=22 at+ksAf+ks(v)
k=0 (=1

agrees with A' on all /4¡()>), 1=1, ■ • ■ ,q(v), except on A0(v). Hence

A=A'+E(\jq(v)). But

S     3){v)

oA = 2 2 flt*^/»)
(=1 k=0

= 2 'ia^r" 2 bm;\At(v) O F?) + r-%4t(„) O G?)]
í=l fc=0 r=l

+ £((6 + s)q(v)ev)

= 22 [r<(A n Y?) + t^X n Z;')] + £((6 + s)q(v)ey)
t=l r=l
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since, for example,

"Iw^v'Uw n F?) = T<'2at+ksTkXAt(v) n f;')
*=0 k=0

= t<\a n y;')-
Hence,

«¿' - 2 i {Tmv"(A' n y;o + t-"»'U' n 2i*)}
t=l r=l

+ £[(6 + s)q(v)e, + (s2 + í)¡q(v)].

It is clear that this proves the first part of the theorem, the approximation

of a A.

To complete the proof of the theorem assume that condition (3) in the

statement of this theorem is not satisfied. Then either mr* or nr* repeats an

integer infinitely many times. By considering a subsequence we may assume

that, for example, mr*=mTt for all i>=l, 2, 3, • • •. But, since F? and GT*

are chosen with respect to the partition £xm, Lemma 3.1 implies that

^   vJ~q(X(v))+ls

and hence that

/3)(v)

"  KS(At(v)

mrt + 2s

p(Zr:) = p^irk\At(v) n G^

^ (P(v) + 1)
q(X(v)) + 1 s

mrt + 25   q(v)

=        S2        q(Hv))

or, finally that p(Zrvt)^((mrt+2s)¡s2)ey. Hence lim^^ p(ZTvt)=0.

This completes the proof of the theorem.

4. Mixing transformations with given roots. We will now apply

Theorem 3.1 to show that there are strongly mixing transformations having

only a finite number of specified roots. First we will note a few elementary

results on transformations.

Lemma 4.1. Let r and a be two transformations of X. Then there exists

a set Ae^ so that t(A r\E)=o(A (~\E)for all Ee& and so that B=X-A

is a (finite or) countable union of pairwise disjoint sets B{, satisfying

(tBí)Pí(oBí)= 0 for each z'=l, 2, • • • . Furthermore, if X is another trans-

formation that commutes with both t and a then A is invariant under X.
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Proof. For each Ee¿F let AE be the class of all measurable subsets

F of E, for which (tF)C\(oF) = 0, and let xE=sup{p(F)\FeAE}. If

EeF has a subset G for which p,((rG)A (aG))>0 thenF=t-1(tG-gG)eAk

and ¡u(F)>0. Therefore either aii>0 or tG = oG for all subsets G of £.

Now construct a sequence {5X, /?2, ■ ■ •} of sets as follows, using the

axiom of choice.

Let B1 be any set in Ax for which /¿(BJ — ̂oiy. If Blt B2, • • • , Bn are

already chosen let Bn+1 be any set in Ax-\SLiBt w'tn M^«+i)=

iajr-U?,1Bi- Then 5„'s are pairwise disjoint and (rBn) C\(oB7)= 0 for each

n=l,2, • •'• . LetB=\J^BnandA = X-B. We will now show that a^=0.

In fact, since icX— Ut"=i^¿ for all «=1, a^^aA-U?_1Bi^2l«(R„+1) and

fi(Bn)^>-0, for R„'s are pairwise disjoint and {i(X)< oo.

Now let A be a transformation which commutes with t and o\ Let

/1' = ;L4. Then T(^'n£)=T^(^nA-1£)=AT(^n^1£)=Ao-(^n^1£)=

<r(^' n£) for any Ee&'. Hence ola.=Q. But this implies that fi(BC\A')=0,

since any nonnull subset of B has a positive a. Therefore A is invariant

under X.

Lemma 4.2. Let t a«rf c Z»e ivto transformations that satisfy the conditions

in §3. Assume that ts is ergodic. Then there exists an approximation of a

as given in Theorem 3.1, for which either lim,,.^ m^=limv_+x rfJ = <x> for

each r, r=l, • • • , s or o=tp for some integer p.

Proof. Consider the approximation of a as given in Theorem 3.1 and

assume that Iim^^, mrJ=\im^œ nrJ = co is not satisfied for some r0, t0.

Then either (1) or (2) of Theorem 3.1 holds. We will only consider the case

where (1) holds; the other case is similar. Hence mr/"=p for some integer

^andlimv_>OOJti(Zv»i°)=0. If limv_>QOJ«(Fv1,io)=0, then the term corresponding

to r0t0 does not play any role in the approximation of a and the corre-

sponding powers m'/', ni0'0 can be changed arbitrarily without disturbing

the form of approximation. Hence, in this case we can find a new ap-

proximation for a for which lim,^,, Wvoio=limv_00 nr/a= oo. Now assume

that lim supv^a,Ju(Fv°t|))>0. In this case we will show that o=tp.

In fact, let A and /?=(J»=i Bn be the decomposition of Zas given in

Lemma 3.1, corresponding to the automorphisms tp and a. Since t5

commutes both with tp and a, Lemma 4.1 gives that A is invariant under

ts. Hence either A=X or B=X, for ts is ergodic. If A=X, then oE=tpE

for all EeF and hence o=tp as is well known.

If B=X, since lim supv^co/a(Fv0<0)>0, then there exists a C=R,, so that

limsupv^0O/a(Fi°'»nC)>0 and (oC)n(rpC)=0. But then it is clear that

2 2 [Tm*\c n Y?) -I- T~<\c n Z?)]
r=l <=1
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fails to converge to oC. This is a contradiction and completes the proof.

To proceed, we will now quote a result of Ornstein [5], without proof.

Theorem 4.1. There exists a strongly mixing automorphism that admits

an approximation by partitions.

Recall that an automorphism t of X is called strongly mixing if

limv_œ (tvEC\F)=p(E)p(F) for each E, FeJ*".

Theorem 4.2. Let r be a strongly mixing automorphism that admits an

approximation by partition and let s_:l be an integer. If an automorphism a

commutes with ts then a is a power ofr; i.e., there exists an integer p so that

o=r".

Proof.   We apply Lemma 4.2. If a is not a power of r, then

a A = lim  2 2 [rm""(A n Yrv') + T-n*"(A n Zrv')]   for all AeJ,
v->co (=1 r=i

where limv_œ «2vi = Iimv^0O nr'= co for each r, t=l, • • • , s. Hence

°A c 2 2 [rmv"A + t-"*"a] + Ev   where   p(Ev) -+ 0 as v -+ co.
i=l r=l

Therefore

<rA <=    2    {(Tm,k'A) H (rm^A) + (Tmit'A) n (r~n^rtA)

r,t.k,i=l

+ (T-ni"'A) n (rm*r,A) + (T-n,k,A) n (t~<'a)} + Evl

where p(Evl)-*0 as v, /->co. From this and the strong mixing of t it follows

that p(A)-^si[p(A)]2 for all Ae¿F, which is impossible.

This theorem implies that ts has an «th root if and only if « divides s.

Therefore we have the following result.

Corollary. There exists a strongly mixing automorphism that has roots

in a finitely generated class of integers and not in the complement of the class.
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